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Based on a historical study of fee regulation in the employment agency business, the claim that temporary help agencies charge “no fees” to workers is challenged. It is found that the claim rests on technical changes in the statutory definitions of fee and employment agency won through industry lobbying efforts, changes that simply mask traditional fee-charging methods. The article traces the evolution of fee-charging practices in the post–World War II period and points to a new version of “fee splitting” as a prevalent wage setting practice in the staffing industry. The implications of these developments for wage depression and income redistribution are explored.

You always have to expect emotional reactions on the part of trade unions against temporary work, unless you can provide us with security that profits obtained at the expense of two employers are not greater than the profits made by a single employer.

—German trade unionist (1979)

Despite the view of many analysts that the “temporary help” arrangement is an exploitative one and increasing statistical evidence of the substantial losses of earnings and benefits incurred by temps, the subject of agency fees has scarcely been mentioned in the growing literature on temporary work and remains a much overlooked aspect of the “flexible” labor market in the United States. One reason for this is the general acceptance of the staffing industry’s position that “tempo-
rary employees are never charged a fee of any kind,” that fees are borne entirely by employers, the business clients of staffing firms. This article excavates the political and historical foundations of this virtually taken-for-granted claim and suggests that with the rapid growth in recent years of the temporary help and staffing industry (hereafter, “the staffing industry”), fees for jobs, shouldered largely by workers, have surged. It explores current fee-charging practices and their implications for income redistribution and wage depression.

Through the early 1990s, a job seeker going through the classified ads placed by temp and staffing firms would have been assuaged by the following kinds of inducements: “No fees,” “Not an agency—Never a fee,” “Never a fee to the job seeker,” “ALL FEES COMPANY PAID,” “A fee-paid service.”

From its birth in the late 1940s, the staffing industry used these claims to build what became by the 1970s the fastest growing industry in the country. Nowadays, industry representatives say, the idea that staffing agencies charge no fees to workers has become so widely accepted and understood that these printed claims have become unnecessary. Still, the “no fees” claim is continually reinforced in TV and radio ads and reiterated in industry literature and in briefings with job applicants in agency offices. Moreover, state laws across the country now uphold the industry’s position. If the existence of fees is acknowledged at all, they are said to be “client-paid,” that is, covered in their entirety by the industry’s business clients, the users of temporary help.

Furthermore, changes in state laws brought about by industry lobbying have allowed staffing agencies to conceal their “mark-ups,” thereby hiding the amount they garner from a worker’s labor. The staffing firm’s mark-up is the biggest secret in the industry, “the great untouchable topic.” In an openly self-serving and transparent practice of dubious legality, agencies forbid temps from ever inquiring about the wages of other workers or about the firm’s billing rate. The agreement that temps sign typically contains a provision such as the following: “I understand that all matters relating to wages and rates are necessarily confidential and will never discuss same with clients or others.”

Such warnings are to a surprising extent effective in keeping temps (and organizers) in the dark about what regular employees or other temps make on the same job and about what their agency is receiving for their work, and hence inhibit bargaining and the operation of a free labor market. Due to effective concealment, it is safe to say that workers paying fees out of their own pockets early in the 20th century knew more about the actual cost to them of working through an agency than their counterparts do today. Recently, however, anger over fees among temps and contract workers has grown, and workers’ groups in some states have backed “right-to-know” legislation that would require labor market intermediaries to reveal to workers the hidden fees in their employment contracts. A movement for “full disclosure” agencies has been spawned.
Based on a sociolegal study of fee regulation over the past century, this article shows that the claim currently made by the staffing industry that no fees are charged to workers rests solely on technical changes in the statutory definitions of *fee* and *employment agency* quietly won by the industry through its aggressive lobbying efforts over the past four decades, changes that simply mask traditional fee-charging methods that have been prevalent since the emergence of private employment agencies in the 1890s. After providing some historical background, the article traces the evolution of fee-charging practices in the post–World War II Untied States through three important mutations: (1) the elimination of early definitions of *fee* that included an agent’s “mark-up”; (2) the rapid spread and acceptance of the doctrine of “client paid” fees; and (3) the use of this doctrine to legalize referrals from public employment offices to commercial agencies and to promote staffing agencies as legitimate providers of employment for former welfare recipients. At the center of these developments was the staffing industry’s effort to reshape the legal environment to legitimate its social “takings.” As will be shown, these alterations of law meant a change in wage setting practices for the growing “temporary” workforce—in effect, a revival of the formerly illegal practice of “fee splitting”—helping to effect the redistribution of bargaining power and income between workers and employers in recent decades.

STATE REGULATION OF EMPLOYMENT AGENCY FEES

Early in the twentieth century, concern over excessive employment agency fees was intense. The problem commonly appeared on the lists of industry abuses compiled by state labor bureaus and federal commissions, and a broad movement grew up in opposition to “the vampire system.” In the words of Justice Louis Brandeis in 1917:

> There gradually developed a conviction that the evils of private agencies were inherent and ineradicable, so long as they were permitted to charge fees to the workers seeking employment. And many believed that such charges were the root of the evil.

As early as 1890, states began to pass regulatory legislation addressing all aspects of employment agency operations, including their fee-charging practices. Prior to the passage of national labor legislation in the 1930s, which sanctioned collective bargaining as the primary means of protecting workers’ rights, this state level regulation of labor market intermediaries comprised a significant part of labor law and provided the only protection for the majority of workers engaged in “individual bargaining.” State legislative efforts to guard workers from excessive fees were further intensified after the U.S. Supreme Court declared in 1917 that a state’s attempt to *abolish* commercial fee-charging agencies was unconstitutional. By 1928, 29 states had placed statutory ceilings on
employment agency fees. When, in that year, the Supreme Court outlawed fee ceilings as an illegal form of price fixing, many states forced disclosure by requiring agencies to post their fee schedules in a “conspicuous place” in their offices and to file them with the state.

The free public employment office, or labor exchange, many of which had been established by states and municipalities in the pre-World War I period, was seen as a natural alternative to the commercial fee-charging firm. In 1933, the charter for the United States Employment Service forbade the referral of workers to agencies that charged either workers or employers a fee. But the growing number of private labor scouts kept the issue on the national agenda into the New Deal period, when Congressional hearings in 1940 focused attention again on the “excessive fees, paid by workers for employment, out of all proportion to the wages earned.” And in 1941 the Supreme Court reversed its earlier ruling, once again allowing states to set ceilings on employment agency fees, a practice that continued into the post–World War II period. Through the mid-1960s, state departments of labor strongly pursued the regulation of private employment agencies, and fee regulation in specific, over vehement industry opposition. “One of the most important reasons for regulating private employment agencies is to protect applicants against excessive fees;” the U.S. Department of Labor stated in 1960, and recommended that states set maximum fees “for both temporary and permanent jobs.”

Along with the strengthening of the public employment service during and after World War II, and the broad support for continued government manpower policies, these renewed efforts at fee regulation were compelling reasons why the future of the employment agency business looked problematic to its practitioners in the immediate postwar period. But now, collective bargaining had become the main agenda for labor, as opposed to the protection of individual rights vis-a-vis private labor agents. State employment agency laws were relegated to minor importance, receiving little attention from the either the public, the media, or organized labor, thus making it possible for a quiet industry-run campaign to reverse the trend toward strict state regulation. Beginning in the 1960s, when the temporary help industry turned to aggressive lobbying in the state legislatures, the regulation of employment agencies “deteriorated.” The trend now turned to the oversight of employment agencies by generally friendly industry boards and, in many states, toward the deregulation of placement fees.

**FEE SPLITTING AND JOBS OF SHORTENED DURATION**

To appreciate the temp industry’s solution to the post-WWII predicament of the employment agency business, we must examine another aspect of that business early in the 20th century, namely, the practice of fee-splitting, widely reviled by workers and reformers, and cited prominently on all the lists of employment
agency abuses generated by government investigations. Fee-splitting referred to a form of collusion in which an employer (or foreman) agreed to hire workers from a certain agent in return for a share of the fees collected from these workers. Such collusive arrangements resulted in increased fee rates, since employment agents were caused to charge enough to cover both their own costs and the gratuity paid the employer.\textsuperscript{23} In addition to inflated charges, fee splitting almost inevitably resulted in another problem for workers, that of accelerated turnover (or jobs of shortened duration), as workers were discharged solely to make way for others, thereby multiplying the fees to be collected and divided.\textsuperscript{24}

Artificially shortening work assignments, that is, making jobs more temporary, increased the immediate profits of both employers and employment agents.\textsuperscript{25} Thus the practice of fee-splitting was widely seen as exacerbating the irregularity of employment. Workers often testified before government commissions that they had been sent to positions which employment agents had represented as permanent or long-term but which turned out to be of short duration.\textsuperscript{26} As early as 1913, legislation in eight states and the District of Columbia prohibited fee-splitting. By 1940 the number had grown to twenty-one states.\textsuperscript{27}

The arrangements between labor agents and employers engaged in fee splitting could take several forms.\textsuperscript{28} Most simply, discharged workers could be sent back to the employment agent for reassignment and, after paying another fee, were frequently sent back to the same work site.\textsuperscript{29} In a somewhat more sophisticated version of the practice, workers would be forced to pay the agent a certain percent of their wages each week or month, that is, a regular fee, for the promise of holding their jobs against other workers.\textsuperscript{30} Taking it one step further, some agents took on the role of paymaster, collecting payments from the employer and deducting their fees before compensating the workers (as the staffing industry does today), often making additional charges for transportation, supervision of workers, housing, commissary, or other “services.”

With these improvisations, many employment agents had devised means of collecting a continuous stream of fees—whether workers stayed on a single job or worked at a series of different work sites, and whether for the same or different employers. In effect, a segment of the employment agency business had moved beyond the idea that agency fees were one-time payments made for job placement, that is, matching a worker with an employer, the traditional role of what became known as the “permanent” employment agency. This segment of the business was based on forming an ongoing triangular relationship with the worker on one side and the employer on the other. This triangular arrangement not only served to increase the financial gain for the agent, but was also beneficial to the user of labor in that it served to weaken his ties or obligations to these “agency workers” relative to what would be expected toward his direct employees, and therefore also decreased long-term pressures toward higher wages (a point which became even more salient after New Deal legislation endorsed collectivization.
and increased the obligations of employers). This possibility of distancing or
shielding the actual users of labor from obligation to workers was another reason
(along with screening for union preferences) that the “services” of private
employment agents appealed to employers, that is, why they might even pay pre-
mium hourly rates for this arrangement, and conversely why free public agencies,
which could not serve the same functions, were not as useful.  

The triangular arrangement was optimal, then, for both employers seeking
labor “flexibility” and employment agents seeking steady income. But, as the
post–World War II period began, this system, along with the employment agency
business as a whole, had for half a century faced broad public enmity and been
vexed by the extensive efforts of state regulators and reformers. The amount of
fees that could be charged workers was limited by ceilings set in most states, and
fee-splitting, as a mechanism for multiplying fees, was outlawed in 32 states. At
the same time, the strengthening of the public employment service posed the
question of whether that competitor would become the primary way that the
nation marketed its labor. These conditions constituted a problem to be solved not
just for the employment agency business itself, but for many corporate employers
concerned with the rigidity of labor markets in a period of apparent union
strength.

This challenge was taken up by the emerging temporary help industry, which
followed the past practice of that segment of the employment agency business that
used an ongoing triangular relationship, collecting payment from employers and
serving as paymaster to workers. To avoid state regulation, however, the industry
put itself forward as a “new type of service,” not connected with the old employ-
ment agency business, basing this claim on the premise that temp firms were
themselves employers, not employment agencies. In taking this position, the
“new” business faced obstacles in the prevailing legal definitions of employment
agency and fee. The industry thus turned its attention to reshaping this legal
environment.

THE EVOLUTION OF FEE-CHARGING PRACTICES

Eliminating the Definition of Fee as Mark-Up

For the type of triangular practice represented by the temporary help industry,
the fee was commonly defined in state law as the difference between what an
employment agency charged its business client for supplying workers and what it
paid those workers. For instance, New Jersey’s 1918 employment agency law
specified that the term fee, in addition to direct payment for employment, “shall
also mean and include the difference between the amount of money received by
any person who furnishes employees . . . and the amount paid by him to said
employees.” This definition of fee (what I call the “fee as mark-up”) would
remain part of employment agency law for much of the nation into the post–World
In the early years of temp industry growth this prevailing definition supported the intuitive understanding of state regulators that temp firms were in fact fee-charging employment agencies. Thus, during the 1960s temp firms found they were “viewed as simply another version of employment agencies, that is, it is contended that the spread between the wage rate and the billing rate is a ‘fee.’” And, like the early law that defined fee as mark-up, temp workers were from the beginning prone to see the billing rate as their “gross wage” from which the agency took a “cut,” a view that found support in some state courts.

The young “temporary help industry” fought hard against this understanding of fee. Defining the mark-up as a fee, it was said, “could mean the demise” of the industry, since it would force temp agencies to reveal their most important secret, the spread between billing rates and wages. Avoiding this, the industry organized nationally for a fight to exempt temp firms from state regulation. In a state-by-state blitz between 1963-1971, the industry pushed through quick, often crude, amendments to state employment agency laws across the country, amendments that defined temp firms as legal employers, categorically exempted them from state regulation, and specifically eliminated the definition of fee as mark-up. This could be accomplished in many states with the addition or subtraction of just a few lines in the state statute, and without any public debate.

Insuring its ability to hide the mark-up provided the industry with considerable relief. In 1960, prior to deregulation, no less than twenty states required that maximum “fee schedules” be posted in agency offices for workers to see. For temp agencies the required fee schedule would display the hourly amount to be billed the business client (the billing rate) on one side and the hourly wage paid the worker on the other, thus clearly revealing the mark-up. In 1957, the N.J. Superior Court found the statutory requirement to post fee schedules entirely appropriate. “It is important,” the Court stated,

for the worker to know what Manpower [the agency] is charging the customer for his work, or, to put it another way, it is important for the worker to know how the money paid by the customer will be divided as between [the agency] and himself.

The industry despised the requirement to post fee schedules, perhaps more than any other provision of law. Community organizers found they simply flaunted the law, refusing to post them. Winning exemption from this requirement, along with fee ceilings, produced the situation faced by temporary workers today, in which there is no regulation of the amount of the mark-up, and no requirement for agencies to make it known. Thus, in hearings on a bill that would reregulate agencies under the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), Senator Walter Mondale spoke in 1971 of the “unconscionable fees” charged to temp workers, and bemoaned the fact that “there are no controls or limits on what private temporary help supply firms may . . . charge for what are in substance placement fees.”

(In negotiations with staffing firms over an industry “code of conduct” in recent
years, grass-rootsgroups have found that disclosure of mark-ups is practically the
only provision to which agencies adamantly refuse to agree. In contrast, labor law
prohibits unions from charging excessive dues or initiation fees.45)

In practice, the passage of legislation defining temp agencies as employers ren-
dered the notion of fee-as-markup meaningless. If temp workers are their direct
employees, it follows that the paychecks issued by temp firms — at an hourly rate
apparently agreed to by workers — represent their pay in full (less only the stan-
dard deductions required by law). Hence the notion that temp agencies charge no
to workers was neatly inscribed in law and became part of the accepted logic
of employment relations in the United States. In effect, “no fees” came to mean
that there is no need for workers to take money out of their pockets to make a pay-
ment to the agency, as they normally did in the earlier history of the industry.
Soon, this logic would become institutionalized for other types of staffing and
“payrolling” firms as well, as the industry moved to ratify the notion of “client
paid” fees for a wide range of personnel firms.

The Spreading Acceptance of “Client-Paid” Fees

The next stage in the evolution of fee charging practices, occurring from the
mid-1970s through the early 1990s, consisted of the rapidly spreading acceptance
of the veracity of “client-paid” fees as a basis for exemption from state regulation.
This included other “new” types of personnel placement firms, for example, staff-
ing, executive search, personnel consulting, and payrolling firms, and PEOs
(“professional employer organizations”), even many engaged in traditional per-
manent placement activities. Like “temporary help” firms, many of these firms
were now beginning to collect fees from business clients rather than workers,
whether these workers were treated as W-2 employees of the personnel firm or
not. Their argument (to state legislators and regulatory agencies) was that since
they charged no fees directly to workers, then the original reason for their regu-
lation, that is, the protection of workers from abuses such as exorbitant fees, had
been eliminated.

To put the emergence of “client-paid” fees in bold relief, note that as recently as
1962 the U.S. DOL had reported that fees were paid by employers only in “rare
circumstances.”46 But thereafter the legal environment changed rapidly. In the
mid-1970s, the Book of States noted the legislative trend toward “shifting fee
charges from job applicants to employers for all or certain types of placements.”47
Throughout the later 1970s and 1980s legislative measures in many states, pre-
sented by their backers as pro-worker initiatives, excluded from regulation as
employment agencies firms whose fees were “employer paid.”48 Based on the
assumption that the amount of any “client-paid” fees did not matter to, or affect,
workers, the fee as mark-up as well as the traditional one-time fee for placement
were deregulated as long as they were viewed as paid for by employers.49 The
“about face” in economics from institutionalism to a free market perspective in the 1970s supported these developments. Such was the extent of fee deregulation under this logic that in 1990 the industry trade association could say that, “[e]mployment agencies are still licensed in many states although the number requiring a license has dropped and is often limited to the relatively few agencies that charge applicants a fee.” Thus the notion of client paid fees became pervasive in the culture of the personnel industry, and trade groups made the most of it in advertising and public relations.

Who really pays? Many pro-worker observers, however, had long realized that “employer paid” fees (fees collected “on the back end” rather than up front) could not be viewed as a solution to the problem of agency fees. As early as 1914 it had been pointed out that agencies advertising “positions furnished free” ultimately found ways to charge workers,\(^{52}\) that is, that fees ostensibly “charged to employers” could easily be passed on to workers by reducing wages or through other means.\(^{53}\) This lesson was internalized into new employment agency laws passed by states in the wake of the 1918 Supreme Court decision nullifying Washington state’s initiative to outlaw the practice of charging agency fees to workers.\(^{54}\) These new laws specified that both worker-paid and employer-paid fees would be recognized as fees. For instance, beginning in 1918 New Jersey defined an employment agency as

> the business of procuring . . . help or employment . . . where a fee or privilege is exacted, charged or received directly or indirectly . . . whether such fee is collected from the applicant for employment or the applicant for help.\(^{55}\)

In this way lawmakers early in the twentieth century explicitly recognized that whether charges were collected “directly or indirectly” — that is, from the worker or the user of labor — they were nonetheless fees in need of regulation, since such charges had the potential effect of diminishing real wages by diverting a certain amount of the total income flow away from workers.

Similarly, delegates to the International Labour Organization, deliberating in 1932 over that organization’s position on employment agencies, reached the conclusion that charges collected indirectly, rather than out of the worker’s pocket, nonetheless constituted a fee requiring state regulation. Thus ILO convention No. 34 defined a “fee charging employment agency” as inclusive of any business that supplies workers to employers “with a view to deriving either directly or indirectly any pecuniary or other material advantage from either employer or worker.”\(^{56}\) As interpreted by the ILO Director-General in 1966 (when the issue of temporary help firms was raised) this language clearly signified that a triangular arrangement in which an intermediary paid workers out of revenues collected from the user of labor represented a segment of the fee-charging employment agency business.\(^{57}\)
Since early in the twentieth century, then, employment agency law in the United States and internationally reflected the realization of pro-worker advocates that so-called “employer-paid” fees were nothing but an illusion. Experience taught that it was a relatively simple matter for labor market intermediaries to pass along to workers the fees ostensibly charged to their business clients by adjusting pay rates in accordance with desired margins, a process that was facilitated by the natural alliance long established between employment agents and the users of labor. But that history was “forgotten” and the myth of employer-paid fees reborn when, through political lobbying in the 1970s and 1980s, the idea was legitimized again and put to work by the staffing industry on a widespread basis. Through public relations work and changes in law, the idea that “no fees” are extracted from workers through staffing and other personnel firms was raised to truth value and official policy across the country. As a result of this change in policy, temporary help and other personnel placement firms that use the device of client-paid fees no longer have those fees subject to state regulation, and hence may legally conceal them. The official account now holds that if fees are unseen, that is, if workers do not take money out of their own pockets to pay them, then they do not exist.

State Subsidized Fees

The latest stage in the evolution of fee-charging practices involves the entrance of the state into the employment triangle, as exemplified in the expanding partnership between the commercial staffing industry and the public employment service. The newly elevated doctrine that staffing firms do not charge workers a fee was instrumental in this development, as it provided the justification for allowing free public agencies to refer job applicants to staffing agencies and other private personnel offices. This constituted a change in long-standing policy. Based on the record of employment agency abuse and on the principle that job placement services should be free, federal regulations since 1933 had provided that the state employment service (ES) could “make no referral as a result of which a charge would be made to either the worker or the employer for filling the job.” For many years, the private employment agency business had “objected strenuously” to this prohibition, but in the 1980s, the widespread acceptance of the notion of client-paid fees provided a new opening. In Congressional hearings on the 1982 Job Partnership Training Act, the private personnel business, and the staffing industry in particular, pressed for inclusion of a specific provision that would encourage the public ES to make referrals to staffing firms and other private agencies. JPTA thus included language — in effect an amendment to the 1933 Wagner-Peyser Act—that allowed public employment offices to make such referrals “as long as the applicant is not charged a fee.” The provision allowed public offices to fill job orders from any placement firm that claimed its fees were client paid, and with
passage of JPTA, the private personnel industry was eager for a surge of business from this new market.

Yet it was only under continuing political pressure, bolstered by the 1986 General Accounting Office study entitled “More Jobseekers Should be Referred to Private Employment Agencies,” that the Department of Labor, initially reticent, finally agreed to issue new guidelines to regional offices directing implementation.62 State implementation took different forms. In New Jersey, private agencies seeking referrals from public offices are required to sign an agreement stating that no jobseeker referred will be charged a fee. (Of course, the state accepts the premise that any fees charged by private staffing agencies are “client-paid.”) According to regional ES staff in several states, the program of referrals to temp firms and other private agencies has grown substantially in recent years.63 However, since these referrals are not separately categorized by the ES, no data on their number are currently available.64

It is also on the basis of the “client paid” fees doctrine that public social service agencies other than the Employment Service have been transformed into labor brokers.65 The prime example comes from the states’ burgeoning welfare-to-work programs, in which public funds are used to pay subsidies—a portion of the fees—to private agencies that either “place” welfare recipients or, posing as “employers,” hire them directly. In this connection, a staffing industry representative states quite candidly,

The training and job placement activities in the staffing industry have a lot of appeal for those who are looking at welfare reform strategies. . . . The ability to create a successful alliance between these governmental organizations and the staffing services industry can go a long way in helping to alleviate the recruiting shortages in our industry.66

Since passage of federal welfare reform in 1996, staffing firms have offered proposals to many states eager to implement expanded “workfare” programs, and now profit from the large number of former recipients entering the workforce.67 In the first year of Wisconsin’s program, staffing firms handled 42 percent of the state’s placement efforts, and 30 percent of the total jobs held by former recipients were through staffing firms.68 Though extensive, the precise extent of the staffing industry’s national role in welfare reform is currently unknown, again because pertinent statistics are not made public.

Returning to our discussion of the evolution of fee charging practices, we see that another mutation of policy has occurred. With the developments discussed above, the notion of client paid fees has been stretched again, to include not only employer-paid fees but publicly paid fees as well. But government subsidies paid to staffing firms represent just the first installment of the fee program. As long as these workers remain “employed” by staffing agencies, a significant part of what they earn each hour goes for the agency mark-up, undermining workers’ ability to
gain self-sufficiency. The typical agency mark-ups of 30 to 50 percent are literally the difference between poverty and a living wage.69

FEE-SPLITTING REVISITED

As noted earlier, fee splitting was among the most reviled abuses of the early employment agency era. State laws prohibited this collusion whereby workers were “given a few days’ work and then discharged to make way for new workmen, the agent and employer dividing the fee.”70 During the staffing industry’s recent boom period, however, the issue has disappeared from public discussion. The spread of “client paid” fees has seemed to make regulations or concerns pertaining to fee-splitting obsolete.71

But a close look at how billing rates and pay rates are set in the staffing industry casts serious doubt on this optimistic view. Current industry practices, though more sophisticated, are in many respects indistinguishable from those which state law defined as illegal fee splitting early in the century. A strong case can be made that the practice exists today on a much greater scale than it did in its earlier manifestation and has only been hidden in the dynamics of the staffing business. In private negotiations, staffing firms and their clients share information on current labor costs and other operating expenses and decide where to set billing rates and wages so as to allow for “cost savings” to the client and a reasonable operating margin for the agency. These “savings” and the agency’s take, including its fee, are paid for by the benefits that “temp” employees will forego and the difference between the old (“premium”) and the new (“market”) wage, as positions are converted from “regular” to “temporary.” The two parties literally decide, in the words of one agency manager, to “split the difference” between them (though not necessarily in equal proportions).

This picture is supported by the industry’s own advertising claims, in which “cost savings” are guaranteed for business clients. (“Comforce has helped some clients cut labor costs by as much as 50%.”) For instance, the ad targeted to potential business clients by Comforce Corporation (the “fastest growing” staffing firm from 1996-98, according to Staffing Industry Report) graphically represents the current cost of the workers’ benefits package (including health insurance, holidays, sick days, et al.) as “your [the client’s] savings” (see Figure 1). As shown, other employment-related costs (unemployment insurance, worker’s compensation, payroll administration) become part of the revenue stream of the staffing firm. What was formerly part of the employees’ share of total income has been redistributed or split between client firm and agency.72 Along with the client’s savings on labor costs, the agency’s fee has come out of workers’ pockets.

From a business standpoint, fee-splitting in its current form is clearly superior to the cumbersome early twentieth century practice in which employment agents had to collect fees directly, over and over again, from workers, and then rebate a portion of these fees to allied employers. First, although it allows the turnover of
workers as frequently as may be desired by the user-firm, rapid turnover is unnecessary to achieve the desired results, since long-term assignments generate continuous fees from every hour worked. Second, since fees are paid indirectly, they are invisible, making collection more efficient and the potential for exploitation
even greater. There is no need to collect fees from workers, and no need to make a “kickback” to the client firm. In effect, the “fee-split,” or redistribution of income, in proportions agreed upon ahead of time through negotiation between the agency and client-firm, is consummated when the worker accepts a paycheck and the client firm pays its bill to the agency. As “employer,” the agency issues a paycheck from which all the necessary deductions have already been made—both those required by law, which the worker finds marked, and those unmarked deductions covering the agency’s fee and the “savings” of the corporate client. Depending on the duration of a “temporary” assignment, the worker often ends up paying much more for leasing a job than what would have been the maximum allowable placement fee under state law before deregulation. Tied to the agency, what the long-term temp actually pays in fees (or, if one prefers, in reduced compensation) is not only for placement, but for the privilege of continuing her employment, a situation in no way different from the extortion practiced early in the twentieth century when agents charged periodic fees to “keep” or hold a job for one worker against another.

By winning the legal endorsement of the temp agency as “employer,” and the acceptance of the notion of client-paid fees, the staffing industry had not only solved the problem posed by government fee ceilings. It had also avoided the old prohibition against fee-splitting by submerging the practice within the private relationship between the employment agency and its client.

The public-private split. One reason that employers have always preferred to utilize private agencies rather than the public service has usually remained unspoken. As Grace Abbott was told in 1908 by the superintendent of Chicago’s free public agencies, it is that public agencies have “no fees to divide with contractors.”73 But, now, with the policy changes (reviewed above) that allow public agencies to hand off job applicants and former welfare recipients to commercial labor market intermediaries, these “problems” with the public service may have been rectified. Thus, in addressing the issue of how public referrals to private agencies would work, the GAO considered the following suggestion:

Private agencies should split employer-paid fees with the Employment Service if it supplied jobseekers for private agency job openings, some state Employment Service officials believe. (This is what private agencies currently do among themselves when they pool resources to match jobseekers with openings.) Such fee-splitting would be an acceptable concept, private agency industry representatives told us.74

Since the term fee-splitting had never before been used in connection with the employment agency business except to refer to an illegal and abusive practice, the suggestion to lend it legitimacy and involve the state as partner would seem particularly striking. For the state, the payoff or “kickback” associated with using commercial labor brokers is the presumed reduction in expenditures for its employment or “welfare” programs. (The expanding practice of leasing prison labor is a particularly salient example of this, as a portion of inmates’ wages goes to offset
the costs of prison administration, a public expense.) The alliance of social service agencies with commercial labor market intermediaries favors employers’ interests and has “mainly guided the poor into a low-road in the labor market.” Since, thus far, neither private or government agencies have effectively monitored job placements to determine either their quality or duration, the program of referrals to private agencies contributes to the problem of accelerated turnover (“temporary jobs”) that, as we have seen, has always been associated with the practice of fee-splitting.

Interestingly, rather than wage a fight to displace the public service to extend its market (as earlier generations of the employment agency business had done), the staffing industry has “partnered” with it, helping to improve state agencies’ “placement” statistics while continuing to serve employers’ interests. From this view, it is no coincidence that the boom in “temporary work” has occurred concomitantly with the restructuring of the welfare state since the 1970s, since the expansion of the contingent labor market (otherwise called “job creation”) was a “solution” for both the private personnel industry and the state itself. Though the industry does not provide figures on the proportion of its business that is represented by the public sector, government (at the federal, state and local levels) is a significant, and may actually be its largest, client. Thus the state’s heavy reliance on the staffing industry to implement the latest “welfare reform” initiative was a natural choice. In a profound way, the state’s answer to welfare reform literally is temporary work.

Fee-splitting and wage depression. Some observers have recently been critical of such broad concepts as globalization, new technology, and skill differences as causes for the growth of inequality and have pointed to wage structure as the largest contributing factor. The mechanics of the wage setting process in the staffing industry (outlined above) is one overlooked locus within which wage depression and income redistribution has taken place. The private negotiation of billing rates and pay rates in the “external” labor market, mediated by the commercial staffing industry, has provided an institutional mechanism by which labor markets have been made to function more like commodity markets in recent years. “Floating” pay rates, the daily adjustment of wages to the supply and demand conditions of the external market, serve the cause of wage flexibility, one of the central functions of the staffing industry for its business clients.

The introduction and spread of this wage setting practice in industries and occupations throughout the economy may be seen as one important means by which the older norms of equity and stability characteristic of the post–World War II institutional model of wage setting have been undermined. “Splitting the difference” in every transaction, the staffing industry has in the last quarter century played an important role in the “relentless shaving of labor costs,” and functioned on a macro level to redivide a portion of the total national income paid out to labor and capital. Simply put, the new wave of “fee splitting,” like its historical
predecessor, acts not only to exacerbate the irregularity of work but to depress wage scales toward what classical economists call the “correct” market rate.\textsuperscript{79} Wage setting by the staffing industry not only reduces income for temps, but erodes traditional wage scales for all workers in the occupations and economic sectors where the industry functions to create a secondary labor market. Thus, the involvement of the staffing industry is another reason (in addition to flooding the low-wage labor market) why workfare policies exert downward pressure in the low-wage sector.\textsuperscript{80} It now appears clear that the rapid expansion of the staffing industry helps account for the relative decline in the growth of compensation in the United States beginning in the early 1970s and the continuation of this trend even in the tight labor markets of recent years. Thus, researchers find consistently lower wage growth in states with a greater share of temporary help employment.\textsuperscript{81}

CONCLUSION

With union decline and the growing externalization of labor markets since the 1970s, “individual bargaining” has been reinstituted as the norm for American workers. Part and parcel of this change has been the resurgence of unregulated labor agents. Historically, periods of high labor mobility or “churning” in America have provided the opportunity for private labor agents to place what Veblen called an “overhead charge” on the price of labor. This cost has always come out of the pockets of workers.\textsuperscript{82} With the widespread return of agency fees and the spread of a new brand of fee-splitting, today’s labor market is eerily reminiscent of the “secret rates and rebates” of a past era of employment relations.\textsuperscript{83} Filling the “structural hole” left by the loosening of the employer-employee relationship,\textsuperscript{84} the staffing industry has served as a catalyst for the secondary labor markets burgeoning within companies, occupations, and industries\textsuperscript{85} and as a medium for the upward redistribution of revenues from workers to firms. What appears to many as a small percent of workers in “temporary” employment has given employers tremendous leverage in the bargaining relationship.

In his study of a union machine shop, Burawoy pointed to the crucial role of concealment in the process by which surplus value is appropriated.\textsuperscript{86} Temporary work and other emergent forms of employment relations depend on new means of obscuring power and exploitation.\textsuperscript{87} An aura of secrecy has long surrounded the employment agency business.\textsuperscript{88} The extensive, often blatant, measures taken by staffing agencies to keep their billing rates and the wages of others a secret from workers testifies to the importance of concealment in the temporary employment relationship. By fashioning changes in law and public perception, the staffing industry gained legitimacy for its claim on a share of the revenues flowing from economic enterprise, that is, for its social “takings.”\textsuperscript{89} The staffing industry’s overall “take” has been growing steadily. If an old fashioned fee schedule for the entire industry were presented to workers for 1998, it would indicate fees of $15.2 billion, a figure that is no doubt conservative, since the trade association reporting
the data from which the figure is derived does not represent or count the personnel business as a whole. What would have been “big money crime” in an earlier era of employment agency regulation is now merely the legalized looting of workers throughout the economy.\(^9\) Recalling the early history of state regulation lends support to the current fight of temporary workers for disclosure of agencies’ mark-up rates.

Due to staunch industry opposition, efforts to pass state “right-to-know” legislation that would require the disclosure of agency mark-up rates have not succeeded. In the meantime, grass roots groups (recently joined together in the National Alliance for Fair Employment) seek voluntary compliance through an industry code of conduct. The old adage to “follow the dollar” holds weighted importance for workers today. As one organization’s Website proclaims,

> We believe we have a fundamental right to know how much is being charged for our work. . . . We are the ones—not the staffing agencies—who add value to the products on which we work. Knowing bill rates empowers contractors to make informed decisions about contracts, benefit options, job classifications and career paths.\(^9\)

Some “discount brokers” at the high end of the staffing industry now say they provide access to billing information and allow workers to negotiate their own rates.

At the low end of the labor market, hidden agency fees undermine the ability of workers to escape poverty. Labor markets mediated by for-profit agencies is not an effective antipoverty strategy. Compensation from work must be increased if employment-based welfare reform is to succeed.\(^9\) The significant slice of compensation costs siphoned off by staffing firms belies the assumption that employers cannot afford to pay a living wage. Thus, the analysis presented above suggests certain policy options, all of which have historical precedents in the United States: (1) minimally, requiring the disclosure of agency billing rates would allow workers to bid down agency fees, and would be relatively easy to implement; (2) reinstating ceilings on the amount of fees that can be extracted from workers is a more difficult measure to implement, but would help address the problem of “permatemping,” that is, keeping workers on staffing agency payrolls for extended periods; (3) once again banning the use of fee-charging agencies by public employment programs and public sector employers might spur the growth of nonprofit agencies and union hiring halls providing alternatives. These measures may be implemented without immediately raising labor costs to employers that now use private agencies. They would, however, result almost immediately in better wages, and ultimately help workers gain greater leverage in bargaining over the terms and conditions of their employment.
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